Introduction
For the study and the understanding of radiation-induced damage on biological systems, Monte Carlo track structure simulations constitute a very useful tool (Agostinelli et al., 2003; Baró et al., 1995) . They allow, in fact, to determine with realistic spatial and temporal resolutions the different scattering processes involved and the distribution of energy deposition along the particle paths. When the primary energetic particles (photons, electrons, ions etc.) pass through biological matter it is already accepted that large quantities of low-energy electrons (LEEs) are produced ( $ 4 Â 10 4 by a 1 MeV particle) (Henry, 1979; Pimblott and LaVerne, 2007) and therefore the interaction of these LEEs with biomolecules has been extensively studied during the last decade since they are known to cause severe structural and chemical alterations (Boudaïffa et al., 2000; Cai et al., 2005) at the molecular level. It is therefore mandatory that accurate energy deposition models should also take into account the effects originated by these low-energy electrons, as is indeed the case with the low-energy particle track simulation code (LEPTS) (Roldá n et al., 2004; Muñ oz et al., 2005) . Since these simulations require the cross sections for all involved processes as input data, complete sets of recommended electron scattering cross sections are needed over a wide energy range that could be extended from high energies down to the very low energies of thermalized electrons. Although these cross sections have been widely studied for different atomic and molecular targets (Trajmar et al.,1983; Brunger and Buckman, 2002; Gulley et al., 1998) , due to the difficulties involved in their reliable measurement or calculation, most works have been restricted to the low-energy domain and therefore studies covering the entire energy range are only available for a few biomolecules (Fuss et al., 2010; Muñ oz et al., 2007; Manero et al., 2002) . To carry out calculations within the high-energy regime, a complete theoretical ab-initio treatment is not affordable since all discrete and continuum channels are open and consequently different approximations have to be implemented to make computations manageable. In previous work we have shown that optical potential calculations assuming that a modified independent-atom description of the molecular targets constitutes a simple and powerful tool at intermediate and high energies (30-5000 eV) García, 2003b, 2004) giving reliable results from diatomic molecules to complex biomolecules (Muñ oz et al., 2007; Kato et al., 2012; Maljković et al., 2012; Blanco and García, 2007) . Below 100 eV, the symmetry adaptedsingle centre expansion method developed by Gianturco et al. (1994) , Natalense and Lucchese (1999) gives a good representation of the elastic scattering for a wide variety of biomolecules (Gianturco and Lucchese, 2001; Carelli and Gianturco, 2011a; Carelli et al., 2008 Carelli et al., , 2011b . On the other hand, computational analysis of electron scattering with polyatomic molecules is still fairly limited to few-atoms and few-electrons molecular structures. It is therefore important, from the point of view of testing quantum scattering models, to analyze electron collisions for increasingly more complicated molecules and be able to generate integral and differential cross sections for a wide energy range.
Anthracene is a polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) formed by three linearly condensed rings and is of chief interest in various fields of study. It is broadly used as a scintillator for radiation detectors of high-energy photons, electrons and alpha particles. C 14 H 10 is a widespread atmospheric and soil contaminant (Keith and Telliard, 1979; Hamdi et al., 2006) produced by, e.g., fuel combustion, and is therefore, of great environmental and health concern due to its potential toxicity, mutagenicity and carcinogenicity (Stein et al., 1992; Palanikumar et al., 2012) . Anthracene molecules, together with other PAHs, are believed to be a major component of the interstellar medium (ISM) given that it is taken to be responsible for the infrared emission features that dominate the spectra of many galactic and extragalactic sources (Vijh et al., 2004) . Additionally, being a fairly large molecule, anthracene could serve us as a model system for testing our quantum scattering methods on multi-electron targets.
Electron collisions with anthracene have been studied by several authors. Regarding the excited states of anthracene, von Jager (1969) reported the first electron-impact, energy-loss spectra of condensed-phase anthracene with high-energy electrons (35 keV). Further electron energy-loss measurements for gaseous anthracene at 30 keV impact energy were carried out by Koch et al. (1971) , covering an energy-loss range up to 25 eV. Their spectra show a strong feature at around 5 eV and broad unresolved features at higher energy values. Allan (1989) obtained more detailed information of the energy-loss features using a trochoidal electron spectrometer in the low impact energy domain; he also provided the energy-dependence curves corresponding to 0.40, 3.24, 3.59 and 5.23 energy losses and identified the location of the triplet levels in this system. More recently Man et al. (1992) discussed the energy-loss spectra for electron impact energies ranging between 12 and 100 eV and scattering angles from 5 to 40, measured with a conventional perpendicular-crossed beam-beam scattering technique. Further measurements on electron attachment were initially provided by Christophorou et al. (1971) , who derived cross sections for electron attachment resonances by means of an electron swarm experiment, showing a sharp peak at thermal energies. Burrow et al. (1987) utilized electron transmission spectroscopy to determine the vertical electron affinities and to characterize the short-lived temporary anion states of gaseous anthracene. Formation of long-lived parent negative ions and fragments from anthracene and other PAHs anions following low-energy electron impact was studied by Tobita et al. (1992) , who observed a maximum in the parent negative ion yield curve at energies close to 0.0 eV. Canosa et al. (1994) confirmed the sharp peak close to 0.0 eV and found the rate coefficient of electron attachment to anthracene to be 10 À 9 cm 3 s À 1
. Regarding integral elastic or total cross sections, neither theoretical nor experimental data appear, to our knowledge, to be available in the literature. Differential cross sections have been only measured by Boechat-Roberty et al. (1997) who provided absolute elastic and inelastic differential cross sections for the anthracene molecule at an incident electron energy of 1 keV. The aim of this work is therefore to present computed cross sections (CS) for electron scattering with anthracene, obtained by joining together the aforementioned ab-initio quantum scattering models: the symmetry adapted-single centre expansion approach (ePOLYSCAT) and the corrected form of the independent-atom model (IAM) called screening-corrected additivity rule (IAM-SCAR), which have been found in previous work to be separately reliable at low and at high energies, respectively. Hence, we provide for the first time a complete set of recommended integral elastic CS, inelastic CS and total scattering cross sections (TCS) in the energy range between 0.00001 and 10,000 eV. We further compute the elastic angular distributions (EDCS) at selected energies over the same energy range examined above and compare their behaviour with the existing experimental data from Boechat-Roberty et al. (1997) .
In the following section, we briefly provide the details of both our theoretical methods, while in Section 3 we report our results for the integral cross sections and the angular distributions of the elastic scattering processes at various collision energies. In Section 4 we summarize our work before drawing our conclusions from this study.
Theoretical methods: An outline

Symmetry adapted-single centre expansion (SA-SCE) method
The molecular quantum dynamical method we use to model the low-energy electron interaction with polyatomic molecules has been described previously Gianturco and Lucchese, 2004) ; therefore, we only present here a brief summary.
This approach describes the overall electron-molecule scattering in the time-independent framework within the BornOppenheimer approximation. The total wave function of the continuum electron scattered from an N-electron molecular target (N þ1 e À ) is expressed as an antisymmetrized product of one-electron orbitals. The target electronic wave function is given by a single-determinant of Hartree-Fock (HF) orbitals of the neutral ground state target, where the N molecular electrons are considered as keeping their ground state configuration during the scattering process. We further assume the fixed-nuclei (FN) approximation (Huo and Gianturco, 1995) , which neglects involving the nuclear motion. Thus, our present treatment shall be limited to the elastic channels and will include rotational excitation effects via an adiabatic summing model (Gianturco et al., 1994) . Our implementation of the scattering equations is based on expanding any arbitrary three-dimensional function describing a given electron, either a bound or the scattered electron, around a single-centre (SCE), namely the centre of mass of the target: The coefficients can be obtained from the character tables of the relevant molecular point group (Altman and Herzig, 1994) . The resulting quantum scattering equations provide us with a way of evaluating the unknown radial coefficients f pm hl for the (N þ1)th continuum electron scattered off the N-electron target, which takes the following form:
where E is the collision energy E ¼ k 2 =2 and E a is the electronic eigenvalue for the ath asymptotic state. The (p, m, aÞ indices in Eq.
(3) now label the symmetry and the corresponding target state of the continuum wave function, and refer to the kernel of the integral operatorV, a sum of diagonal and non-diagonal terms that in principle fully describe the electron-molecule interaction during the collision. As previously anticipated, we assume that the target molecule is initially described by a single state a (the electronic ground state), obtaining the static-exchange (SE) representation of the electron-molecule interaction for the molecular ground-state geometry R. Introducing the further assumption of having a local form of exchange interaction, we get a simplified form of the coupled equations
where the potential coupling elements are given by
The exchange contributions to the potential operator of Eq. (4) are modelled with an energy-dependent local potential chosen to be the free-electron-gas-exchange (FEGE) potential proposed by Hara (1967) , V FEGE , as discussed many times before (Telega and Gianturco, 2005; Gianturco and Lucchese, 1998) . We further include the dynamical response of the target's bound electrons to the impinging electron, i.e., the correlation and polarization effects acting at short and at large electron-target distances, respectively. This interaction is modelled through the following local energy-independent potential:
The V CP model potential contains a short-range correlation contribution V corr which is smoothly connected to the long-range polarization contribution V pol . The short-range term is obtained by defining an average dynamical correlation energy of a single electron within the formalism of the Kohn and Sham variational scheme. The functional derivative of such a quantity with respect to the N-electron density of the molecular target provides a density functional description of the required short-range correlation term. The long-range part of V CP asymptotically depends on the dipole polarizibility of the target in its ground state, given by 2a=2r 4 , which corresponds to including the dipole term in the second-order perturbation expansion of the polarization potential (Lucchese and Gianturco, 1996) . This last step provides the so-called static-model-exchange-correlation-polarization (SMECP) approximation for the scattering event in which the potential accounting for the interaction forces between the impinging free electron and the target molecule is now expressed as a sum of three terms, V SMECP ¼ V ST þ V CP þ V FEGE , of which V ST describes the static interaction of the scattered electron with the target's nuclei and electrons. Using this model potential, the numerical solutions of the coupled Eq. (4), obtained by means of the standard Green's function technique (Lucchese and Gianturco, 1996) , shall produce the relevant K-matrix elements from which the integral and differential elastic cross section will be derived at a specific collision energy (program ''ePOLYSCAT'': Gianturco et al., 1994; Natalense and Lucchese, 1999) .
The above modelling of the full interaction for an impinging electron on a many-electron molecular target has been used by us many times before, usually finding rather good agreement with the available experimental data (Carelli et al., 2008 (Carelli et al., , 2011b Lucchese and Gianturco, 1996; Telega and Gianturco, 2006) .
Screening-corrected additivity rule (SCAR) method
For the calculation of electron-molecule integral and differential cross sections at intermediate and high energies we apply a corrected form of the independent-atom model (IAM) known as SCAR (screening-corrected additivity rule). All the details for this procedure have been extensively described in previous works , 2003a , 2003b , where it has been applied to many other molecular species, hence only a brief summary is given here. In the standard IAM treatment, the molecule is approximately substituted by its constituent atoms in their corresponding positions, by assuming that each atom scatters independently and that the molecular binding does not affect the electronic distribution of the atoms. One of the great advantages of this approach is the possibility of obtaining cross sections for a large number of molecular species from the data of a reduced number of atoms. Hence, the first subjects of these calculations are the constituent atoms, namely H and C. Each atomic target is represented by an interacting complex optical potential, V opt (r), whose real part accounts for the elastic scattering of the incident electrons while the imaginary part accounts for the inelastic processes that are considered as ''absorption'' from the incident beam. This optical potential can be expressed as:
where the real potential V R ðrÞ comprises three terms: V s ðrÞ is the static term derived from the Hartree-Fock calculation of the atomic charge density (Cowan, 1981) . The exchange term V ex ðrÞ, which accounts for the indistinguishability between the incident and target electrons, is given by the semiclassical energydependent formula derived by Riley and Truhlar (1975) . V pol ðrÞ is the polarization potential which describes the long-range interactions and depends on the target dipole polarizibility, in the form given by Zhang et al. (1992) . Finally, the absorption potential V abs ðrÞ, which accounts for the inelastic processes, is based on Staszewska et al. (1983) quasifree model. Initially some divergences were found when results were compared to the available atomic scattering data. After including some improvements such as many-body and relativistic corrections, screening effects inside the atom, local velocity correction and the description of the electrons indistinguishability, the model shows to provide a good approximation for electron-atom scattering García, 2002, 2003a ) over a broad energy range. An excellent example of this was obtained for elastic electron-atomic iodine (I) scattering (Zatsarinny et al., 2011) , where the optical potential results compared very favourably with those from a more sophisticated Dirac-B-spline R-matrix computation. For each atom the corresponding radial scattering equation are numerically integrated, and the resulting complex partial wave phase shifts d l are used, in combination with the optical theorem, to generate the atomic scattering amplitudes (f(y)). Subsequently, the differential (ds el /dO), integral elastic (s el ) and the total (s tot ) scattering cross sections are derived as a function of the scattering angle (y) and the momentum of the incident electrons (k):
Then, for calculating the cross sections for electron scattering from molecules, one can apply what is commonly known as the additivity rule (AR) (Otvos and Stevenson, 1956; Jiang et al., 1995) . In this approach the molecular scattering amplitude FðyÞ is derived from the sum of all the relevant atomic amplitudes f i ðyÞ, including the phase coefficients, thus leading to the molecular differential cross sections (DCS) for the target in question as follows:
where q is the momentum transferred in the scattering process, r i are the atomic positions and r ij is the distance between the i and j atoms. Integral cross sections (ICS) can then be determined by integrating those DCS, with the sum of the elastic ICS and the absorption ICS (for all inelastic processes except vibrations and rotations) then giving the total cross sections. Alternatively, ICS can be also derived from the atomic ICS in conjunction with the optical theorem (Mott and Massey, 1965) ,
Unfortunately, in its original form, we found an inherent contradiction between the ICS derived from these two approaches which suggested that the optical theorem was being violated. This problem, however, was solved by employing a normalization procedure during the computation of the DCS, so that the ICS derived from the two approaches are now entirely consistent (Milosavljević et al., 2008) .
At low energies, typically below 100 eV, where atomic cross sections are not small compared to the interatomic distances within the molecule, the IAM approximation fails because the incident electrons are not fast enough to effectively ''see'' the target molecule as a sum of the individual atoms and multiple scattering within the molecule is therefore no longer negligible. To reduce this limitation we developed the SCAR method García, 2003b, 2004) which accounts for the geometry of the target molecule (atomic positions and bond lengths) by introducing some screening coefficients which modify both differential and integral cross sections, mainly at low energies. The usual additivity rule expressions (Eqs. (10) and (11)) are replaced by modified ones:
where s D , ds D =dO, and X S are defined by:
where n is the normalization parameter mentioned above. The introduced screening coefficients (0rs i r1) reduce the contribution from each atom to the total cross section. Calculation of s i coefficients requires data only on the position and the total cross section s i of each atom in the molecule (explicit expressions are given in García, 2003b, 2004) ).
With this correction the range of validity of the IAM-SCAR method might be extended down to about 30 eV. For intermediate and high energies (30-5000 eV) this method has been proved to be a powerful tool to calculate electron scattering cross sections from a high variety of molecules (Kato et al., 2012; Maljković et al., 2012; Blanco and García, 2007; Do et al., 2012) .
Results and discussion
In the low-energy range, integral elastic cross sections (ECS) have been computed with the ePOLYSCAT model. The initial target wave function was generated by the Gaussian suite of codes (Frisch et al., 2004 ) at the Hartree-Fock level and expanded in the 6-311þþG (3df, 3pd) basis set. These ab-initio calculations yielded for the neutral molecule a total SCF energy of À 536.069 Ha and an optimized geometrical configuration in fairly good agreement with experiments (Ketkar et al., 1981) . The bound and scattering wave functions were expanded at the centre-of-mass of the target including partial waves up to l max ¼60. The multipolar expansion of the potential VSMECP included terms up to l max ¼120 and the range of integration has been tested for convergence, finally using a radial box size of 15.2Å. Anthracene belongs to D 2h point group and has no dipole moment due to its centro-symmetric geometry. However, it shows a fairly large polarizibility. Using the above basis set, we get a tensorial polarizibility whose components are a xx ¼86.72, a yy ¼266.006 and a zz ¼ 157.514 u.a., respectively, also in agreement with the experimental data (Tobik and Dal Corso, 2004) .
For higher incident electron energies, integral cross sections for anthracene have been computed with the IAM-SCAR model. The corresponding atomic cross sections for C and H were previously calculated and discussed (Blanco and García, 2003a and references therein). Molecular cross sections have been calculated according to the geometrical parameters obtained and used in the previous cross section calculations.
Integral cross sections
Calculated integral elastic cross sections are shown in Fig. 1 . From 0.00001 to 100 eV elastic cross sections were calculated with the ePOLYSCAT scattering theory (solid red line), and in the 1-10,000 eV incident energy range same parameters were computed with the IAM-SCAR model (dashed blue line). We can appreciate in Fig. 1 a significant rise of the elastic cross sections obtained with ePOLYSCAT model at energies above ionization limit which lies around 7.44 eV, while deviating from the IAM-SCAR data at intermediate incident energies, as expected. The exclusion of a model absorption potential at these lower energies usually leads to an overestimation of the integral ECS at incident energies above ionization threshold as has been shown by us in earlier works (Blanco and García, 2003a) , and afterwards by the Brazilian group (Lee et al., 2007) . Indeed, we have recently shown in analogous calculations with hydrogen cyanide (HCN) (Sanz et al., 2012a ) that when the absorption term is removed from the SCAR optical potential both methods tend to converge to each other for the higher energies.
In the low-energy domain, we further observe here the presence of various metastable (resonant) anionic states at the electron impact energies of 1.16, 2.46, 2.91, 3.76 and 4.81 eV. They are produced by the temporary capture of the impinging electron by angular momentum trapping from the anthracene molecule (shape resonances). Further analysis of these one-hole (shape) resonances and their evolution into either stabilizing a bound molecular anion or into aromatic fragments by selectively breaking some bonds will be discussed elsewhere (Sanz et al., 2012b) . Recommended values for integrated elastic cross section at selected energies from 0.00001 up to 10,000 eV are given in Table 1 . According to the previous discussion, from thermalized energies up to ionization potential (7.44 eV), the elastic cross section data are reliably provided by the ePOLYSCAT model within an average uncertainty up to about 10% Lucchese, 1998, 2001) , while above the ionization potential elastic cross sections data obtained by the IAM-SCAR model are preferably considered. For higher incident electron energies (50-10,000 eV) the estimated numerical uncertainty is 10%, as have been discussed by us in previous work (Muñ oz et al., 2007; Fuss et al., 2010) . At intermediate energies, we obtain an estimated error increasing from 5% at E ¼10 eV up to about 25% at 30 eV, evaluated as half-value of the absolute difference between the present models.
Inelastic cross sections (ICS) calculated through the iV a (r) absorption term of the IAM-SCAR potential in the 10-10,000 eV energy are also plotted in Fig. 1 (dotted blue line) and shown in Table 1 . The present method accounts for the electron-electron interaction processes occurring within that energy range, that is, electronic excitations and ionization, with an estimated uncertainty of 10% (Muñoz et al., 2007; Fuss et al., 2010) . The first electronic excited state of the anthracene molecule has been placed at around 3.6 eV by several authors (Boechat-Roberty et al., 1997; Man et al., 1992) . However, due to limitations of the present independent atom model at the low-energy region, electronic excited states lying below 10 eV are ignored. Additionally, it should be noted that processes involving nuclear motion are not being taken into account in this study; hence, vibrational excitations are neglected. Nevertheless, this restriction is not thought to be significant at the energy range we are interested in here since, due to the non-polar nature of this polycyclic molecule, the vibrational excitation cross sections are usually providing a small increase only of the ECS values.
Recommended theoretical total cross sections are plotted in Fig. 2 and the data are numerically shown in Table 1 . Below the ionization potential at 7.44 eV, TCS are given by the ePOLYSCAT computational model. This approximation is considered to be fairly accurate since, up to that ionization threshold, elastic collisions constitute the main scattering process. Above this threshold, we rely on the TCS given by the IAM-SCAR model, which comprises the elastic, electronic excitations and ionization processes. Once more, based on previous studies using both methods (Muñ oz et al., 2007; Lucchese, 1998, 2001) , we can establish a numerical uncertainty of about 10% for the integral TCS provided by each method within its own energy range of applicability. At intermediate incident energies, we determine an estimated uncertainty increasing from 5% at E¼15 eV up to about 28% at 30 eV, evaluated as half-value from the absolute difference between both models. Unfortunately, there are no other theoretical computations or experimental data available in the literature with which we can compare the present results. Hence, to estimate the reliability of our calculated values we could consider as a comparison the benzene molecule, since it is formed by a single aromatic ring and accurate experimental data on electron collisions have been recently provided within the energy range we are interested in. Comparison of calculated IAM-SCAR values with experimental data from Cho et al. (2001) , Mozejko et al. (1996) , Makochekanwa et al. (2003) and Sueoka (1988) indicates a very good behaviour of this theoretical method both for integrated ECS and TCS at intermediate and high incident energies . We also find a similar situation in the lower energy regime where ePOLYSCAT elastic cross sections (Gianturco and Lucchese 1998) are in good agreement with the earlier measurements reported by Sueoka (1988) , within the error limits of the experiments.
Elastic differential cross sections
The elastic differential cross sections obtained with the ePOLYSCAT and the IAM-SCAR models over the energy range from 0.00001 to 100 eV and 10 to 10,000 eV, respectively, are presented in Fig. 3 at some selected low, intermediate and large incident energy values. For energies below 1 eV, EDCS derived from ePOLYSCAT model are plotted in Fig. 3a , where we can appreciate that the angular distributions tend to be isotropic as the energy decreases. This behaviour may indicate the presence of a virtual state for anthracene molecule, as will be discussed in detail in a further work (Sanz et al., 2012b) . At intermediate energies, the EDCS obtained with ePOLYSCAT (solid red line) and IAM-SCAR (blue dashed line) methods are plotted in Fig. 3b -e: The numerical uncertainty for both theoretical models is estimated to be about 10%, as discussed in the previous section. The angular dependence obtained in the ePOLYSCAT curve is characterized by a shoulder around 40-601 and a broad minimum around 1401 at 5 eV which is progressively shifting to lower angles as the impact energy increases (around 801 at 30 eV). The IAM-SCAR angular distribution shows also this broad minimum around 90-1101, which is fairly pronounced around 100 eV but tends to disappear at higher energies. As can be appreciated in these figures, at 15 eV of incident energy both calculations are almost identical, within 4%, for scattering angles between 801 and 1601. For higher impact energies there is still good agreement between both EDCS curves, within 15% from 601 to 1801 and 20% from 501 to 1801 at 20 and 30 eV, respectively. At lower energies, the agreement worsens, as is to be expected from the low-energy failings of the IAM approximation. One should also note that the EDCSs calculated with the ePOLYSCAT procedure are generally larger at intermediate and large scattering angles. As already pointed out, this is a consequence of omitting absorption effects from model optical potentials within the ePOLYSCAT modelling of the interaction forces, a feature which particularly overestimates DCS values within this angular range (Lee et al., 2007) . The EDCSs for higher incident energies as calculated with the IAM-SCAR method are shown in Fig. 3f .
The measurements of Boechat-Roberty et al. (1997) have provided elastic differential cross sections from 01 to 201 and at an incident electron energy of 1 keV. These experimental data have been measured using a crossed-beam configuration which consists of a gas inlet system forming 901 with the electron beam direction produced by an electron gun. Scattered electrons are then evaluated by a Wien-filter electron analyzer and a channeltron detector. The authors stated that the energy and angular resolution of their apparatus is limited to 0.5 eV and 0.231, respectively, and they therefore estimated the overall uncertainty to be around 8%. We report in Fig. 4 our present computed IAM-SCAR elastic differential cross sections (dashed blue line) together with the experimental data from Boechat-Roberty et al. (green dots). As this figure shows, the results from the IAM-SCAR theory follow very well the experimental data, attaining identical angle dependence. This good performance of the model should be somewhat expected since our optical potential method already showed good angular behaviour at high impact energies for a large variety of molecular targets (Muñoz et al., 2007; Marinković et al., 2008) .
According to our knowledge, there are no other experimental or theoretical elastic differential cross sections values available in the literature to compare with our present data. Therefore, as mentioned earlier on in this paper, we have to rely on the good agreement achieved by both ePOLYSCAT and IAM-SCAR models when applied to benzene molecule. In the low-energy regime, Cho et al. (2001) and Gulley and Buckman (1999) , compare their experimental EDCS values from 1.1 to 40 eV and at 8 and 20 eV, respectively, with theoretical ePOLYSCAT data, where both sets of experiments show good agreement at angles below 601. Additionally, in the 20-70 eV region, our IAM-SCAR calculations are in agreement with the EDCS data measured by Kato et al. (2009) for angles above 501, although some discrepancies were found for smaller angles. For energies above 100 eV these discrepancies disappear, thereby showing excellent agreement with the experiments in the entire angular range. Below 40-501 several authors have shown the presence of a ''shoulder'' in the angular distribution curve, both from the experimental (Cho et al., 2001; Sanches et al., 2008) and the theoretical side (Bettega et al., 2000) . In a very recent work Jones et al. (2012) claimed the existence of a strong resemblance between pyrimidine and benzene molecules electron-scattering angular behaviour at 15 and 30 eV. Maljković et al. (2009) therefore compared their experimental EDCSs for pyrimidine with our theoretical IAM-SCAR data. In accordance with benzene molecule, theory follows experimental data above 501 but fails to reproduce the ''shoulder'' around 401 at intermediate energies. Differential elastic cross sections for benzene (red asterisks), pyrimidine (green dots) and anthracene (solid blue line) are shown in Fig. 5 for a comparison at 50 eV. Although anthracene cross sections are quantitatively higher by a factor of 3, both EDCS values show similar angular distributions, as better appreciated when scaling our present anthracene calculated data.
From the above discussion we can therefore conclude that for energies below the ionization threshold (7.44 eV) we can safely rely on the data obtained with the ePOLYSCAT model, while at intermediate energies (10-70 eV) we expect the ePOLYSCAT theory to give a more realistic picture in the lower angular range below 501, while the IAM-SCAR procedure provides instead a better agreement for higher angles up to 1801. For energies above 100 eV, the IAM-SCAR theory has been shown in this, and previous, work to give accurate data over the whole angular range of electron distributions.
Conclusions
In this study we have reported calculated electron-molecule collisional data that deal with the anthracene molecule. We have shown theoretical cross sections for integral elastic, inelastic and total scattering processes, together with elastic angular distributions from very low energies (0.00001 eV) up to 10,000 eV. Note that we provide here for the first time a complete set of integral cross section data on electron collisions with anthracene, by applying two different ab-initio methods: the symmetry adaptedsingle centre expansion approach (ePOLYSCAT) for energies up to 100 eV and a screening-corrected form of the independentatom model 2003), we can reasonably conclude that both methods are able to yield a reasonable approximation to the experimental quantities, each within its respective energy range of applicability (within 10%) and within 25% at intermediate energies (20-50 eV) . Additionally, we provide elastic differential cross sections that are all showing good agreement with the few available experimental data, as those measured by Boechat-Roberty et al. (1997) at an incident electron energy of 1 keV.
We can conclude that by employing a combination of the computational/theoretical methods described in the present study allows one to obtain reliable electron scattering data over a very broad energy range and even for multi-electron systems such as anthracene. These data are thus providing very relevant parameters for radiation-based biomedical applications and in particular they allow us to get benchmark parameters for electroninduced damage in biomolecular systems. Therefore, the present result becomes a promising tool whenever one is aiming to study more complex biological targets in the context of producing computational evidence of the effects on such systems from electron attack. We would like to also point out, however, the persistent need of carrying out further investigations for this scattering system, both from the theoretical and experimental sides, in order to better provide possible sources of comparisons between different approaches. 
